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In this book I want to tell the story of gauge fields, the messengers that transmit signals among elementary particles, enabling them to interact. They work in the quantum realm of quarks, the deepest level of the structure of matter we have reached so far.

The basic interaction at this level percolates upwards, through hierarchies of organizations, to the everyday world we live in. On its way, the interaction appears in different guises — nuclear interaction, atomic interaction, and the classical electromagnetic interaction that rules our everyday world. But these are facets of the same basic interaction.

The idea of “gauge” first appeared in electromagnetism. At the level we speak of, however, it is inextricably tied with the “quantum phase”, that abstract attribute that distinguishes the microscopic world from the macroscopic, and that, incidentally, empowers new technologies of the 21st century, such as atom lasers and quantum computing.

The story of gauge fields is the story of our quest for the fundamental law of the physical world. It is the story of theoretical physics, from the time when Newton defined the meaning of force through his law of motion. To tell the story, we have to start from that beginning, for the thread is continuous and unbroken.

This book is not about the history of gauge theory, however. Our main goal is to introduce the idea behind gauge theory. We cover people and events relevant to gauge theory; but the order of narration follows ideas, rather than history.
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Evolution of PhysicsTouchstone, 1967

	BEFORE you begin reading, you rightly expect some simple questions to be answered. For what purpose has this book been written? Who is the imaginary reader for whom it is meant?


	It is difficult to begin by answering these questions clearly and convincingly. This would be much easier, though quite superfluous, at the end of the...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office OneNote 2003Que, 2004
Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office OneNote 2003 is a from-scratch reference that helps you get up to speed quickly on this new note taking and management program. The book starts from square one, explaining what OneNote is and why you would want to buy it. The book continues to show you how to type in...
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Windows 8.1 Administration Pocket Consultant Storage, Security, & NetworkingMicrosoft Press, 2014

	Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for administering storage, security, and networking features in Windows 8.1. Zero in on core tasks through quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You'll get the focused information you need to save time and get the job done - whether at your desk or in the...
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Getting Started with Oracle SOA B2B Integration: A Hands-On TutorialPackt Publishing, 2013

	Enterprises engaging in B2B communications with their trading partners are facing increased pressure to increase automation and reduce costs. Increased compliance requirements and globalization of economies is fueling B2B adoption in every industry. Gateway solutions in Oracle SOA B2B enable these enterprises to connect easily with external...
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Power Management of Digital Circuits in Deep Sub-Micron CMOS TechnologiesSpringer, 2006
In the deep sub-micron regime, the power consumption has become one of the most important issues for competitive design of digital circuits. Due to dramatically increasing leakage currents, the power consumption does not take advantage of technology scaling as before. State-of-art power reduction techniques like the use of multiple supply and...
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Put Option Strategies for Smarter Trading: How to Protect and Build Capital in Turbulent MarketsFT Press, 2009

	Use Puts to Mitigate Risk, Reverse and Offset Losses, and Protect Profits–Even in Plummeting Markets!


	 


	“In these financial times, this is an especially timely book. Michael C. Thomsett provides practical, direct instruction to...
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